Field Trip to Eagle Island
Date_____/_____/_____ Time ___: ___ AM/PM

Eagle Island Field Trip Itinerary
 Meet at Surf-side beach near the parking by the beach for roll call, life vests check
(everyone must have a regulated safety flotation device firmly attached to
themselves before boarding the boat) and boat safety over view. (15 minuets)
 Everyone aboard the boat, the guide/instructor will drive the boat over to Eagle
Island, at near or about 25 miles per hour. (15 minutes).
 As soon as the boat is beached, wait for the guides assistance and instructions
upon exiting the boat. When you’re given the okay to exit the boat onto the
island, remain grouped with the others and wait for the instructors to finish
helping everyone. (15 minutes)
 At all times while on the island stay fairly close, the island is not that big, your
instructor will proceed with the education information, pertaining to important
insurance tests exhibits, of the field trip answering any questions by rising of your
hand. The imagination lore of the island is how the islands shape became to be is
also how it generates self sufficient power using waves and common fishing gear!
(10 minutes)
 Eagle Island is man made, and because of that, there had to be insurance tests
placed at various spots on the island that take a really long time, longer then the
lives of those who were involved in making it would have a chance to see the
results and be able use of it. (3 points on the island and signs of man placed trees
near the edge, consistent with the over hangs at some sides that the water dug).
(20 minutes)
 After the tour, and all questions have been answered, and you’ve got a chance to
see the whole island, there are supplies along on the boat if not already in a locked
small storage box on the island for making boat key chains that float so you don’t
loose your keys at the bottom of the lake! Near the foundation for an open area
to be creative, your instructor will go over safety, for using scissors, and liquid
black tape, and explain how to build the key chain.(20 minutes)
 While waiting for the liquid black tape to dry, you may go have a closer look at
the island if you like, do not go into the lake, stay on the island. (20 minutes)
 Finish up the key chains and put away all the supplies, cleaning up any foam
scraps. (20 minutes)
 Return back to the boat for boarding for the ride back to mainland, make sure to
follow the guide’s instructions carefully, for safety, and be sure if you need any
help needed boarding the boat that you ask for assistance. (15 minutes)
 With all life vests on, the guides will drive back to the beach where the filed trip
started to finish the day (15 minutes)
3 to 4 hours total of estimated trip time. Remember to wear sun screen and you will get
your feet wet so also shoes fit for the beach! If you have your own life vest, fit for lake
safety you may wear that, life vests will be

